WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Over the years and throughout WWE’s
trailblazing history, the World Wrestling
Entertainment Corporation has provided
fans around the globe with stuff and
footage that left their unparalleled mark
amongst the WWE Universe. Fans in every
country were bestowed with both the honor
and the privilege to witness moments filled with either drama, high-pitched
emotions, authentic actions, physical combats, verbal trench warfare or
sequences

that

helped

to

shape

the

landscape

of

WWE

forever

and

simultaneously paved the way for consecutive scenarios. More and more
moments, next to the action-loaded star power within WWE’s weekly shows –
Monday Night RAW, Tuesday Night’s SmackDown Live, just to name a few –
helped to propel the Wrestling company by inserting an entertaining component
in their weekly program. While their hallmark undeniably is, the intense
exchange of physicality, the WWE also enabled to introduce an entertaining
component within. The WWE Slammy Awards! These highly prestige accolades
served both as an unique way to honor WWE Superstars for the way they
contributed to the course of its history and on the other hand side, they were a
beneficial medium to offer the fans a helpful retrospect, so that they could
remember back to moments that happened throughout the year. Usually the
WWE used to air their Oscar-like event every year before New Year’s Eve, but
all by the sudden this sincerely admired program disappeared into the oblivion
and was avoided to be produced last year. Fans certainly wondered, if WWE had
some doubts concerning their hugely successful awards show or if there were
some other unknown complications, why WWE was declaring farewell to the
Slammy Awards? Since the year – much like WWE’s program – is moving right
to the end of 2017, the question on if the Slammy Awards are getting their
highly anticipated re-debut is reaching their frequency once again. But since
WWE has not uttered any sign of rumor that they might or might not come back,
we can just pray that the administrators re-discover sense in this beloved
project, listen to their fans when asking: ‘WHERE ARE THEY NOW?’ and re-award
us with the show that is indispensable for the future embossment of the WWE!

